In this letter we report a first measurement of the polarization of very slow ,u+ ;i+ into a very slow one [6] .
on a metal substrate, giving an efficiency of 10'5 for converting an incoming surface energies. So far, the most efficient moderator appears to be a solid layer of Ar deposited distribution of these if shows a maximum near 10 eV with a tail extending to higher thin moderator, very slow ;i+ are emitted from its downstream side [5, 6] . The energy It has recently been shown that, if energetic ;r+ are injected into the back of a spectroscopic method for these fields.
of ,uS R techniques to surface-and thin iilm physics, thus offering a completely new of about 10 eV to a few tens of keV would extend the present range of application
The availability of a beam of polarized very slow positive muons in the energy range surface a+ are approximately 150 mg/cmg and several tens of mg/cm2 respectively. to the study of bulk characteristics of matter since the range and range straggling of with spin opposite to the direction of motion. The ;iSR technique is presently limited decay of positive pions at rest, are used [4] . These ;i+ are 100% longitudinally polarized ;iSR [3] ). For these studies surface p+ (E 1 4.2 MeV) originating from the two body polarization once they have thermalized in the sample (muon spin rotation technique [1, 2] . Such information is obtained by measuring the time-evolution of the if spin and hydrogen diffusion mechanisms and chemical reactions in solids, liquids and gases microscopic probes of magnetic properties of matter as well as isotopic probes of proton Polarized positive muons (u+) and muonium atoms (;i+ 6*) have proven to be ideal of the e+ telescopes. From these events we derive histograms of the ILL+ time-of-fiight OCR Output ns by a pulse in the start scintillator (Sl) and followed within 10 as by a pulse in one of the layer (deposition rate, substrate temperature, thickness and age) [7] . The best is between 10"* and 10*5 depending on the moderator and the preparation parameters the target i.e. in the solid rare gas layer. The moderation efficiency in our experiment that the stopping density distribution of the a+ is centered at the downstream surface of The total thickness traversed by the ;r+ and the incident beam momentum is chosen such uum is typically 10'9 mbar to minimize surface contamination from the residual gas. The maximum observable asymmetry, including the effects of the counter geometry, another /.1,+ within ; §;10 us. With this arrangement we performed two measurements.
only those events originating from a /.4+ which was neither preceded nor followed by positron was ensured by reducing the beam intensity to ~ 2-104 ;r+/sec and by recording from the start scintillator. Unique correspondence between an incident muon and a decay For this measurement we started the time differential ;iS R measurement with the signal signal produced by surface muons stopped in the MCP in a transverse magnetic field.
to the surface ,u+ beam line after the start scintillator and measuring the asymmetry The uS R specuometer (bottom part of Fig. 1 ) was calibrated by attaching it directly account. the behavior of a polarized ,u+ stopped in the microchannel plate detector are taken into of the polarization if the maximum observable asymmetry with our ,uS R apparatus and ;r+ spin is observed in any of the moderators. The decay asymmetry is a direct measure solid layer of N2. These results are also presented in Table 1 . No relaxation of the slow we have measured a comparable yield and asymmetry for very slow ,n+ produced by a to the polarization measurements of very slow n+ emitted from solid Ar and Kr layers, four precession spectra, we obtain the asymmetries A §\jj' §'P" given in Table 1 . In addition Table 1 and are in agreement with the results for P.
''1 the rare gas layers according to the expression P' = 100% >< (Aj; § §P" /.4]]% F? ). The for an alternative determination of the polarization P' of the very slow ;.t+ emitted from that these keV if are also 100% polarized. We can therefore use the value of P*' is given in Table 1 . Since even thermalized if in Al do not depolarize, one can expect lt he electrostatic transport system. The asymmetry observed for these muons (Aj §é,é') which are emitted from the Al substrate acting as a degrader and which are accepted by the frozen gas layer. The broad distribution corresponds to muons of several keV energy fewer very slow muons with E ~ 10 eV are emitted from the pure Al substrate than from TOF between Sl and MCP 2 shows a less pronounced, broader peak [7] . Considerably blank Al substrate. Instead of a narrow peak as in Fig. 2 , in the case, the spectrum of the The results show that the very slow ;i+ retain practically the full initial polarization.
in Table 1 , are obtained from the expression P = 100% >< (A §$ §P"/A §ZQ §°8 " ).°' f The values for the absolute (transverse) polarization P of the ~ 10 eV if', given known that a significant fraction of u+ stopped in oxide insulators form muonium [8] .
target is due to muonium formation. The MCP consists mainly of a glass [10] and it is of the asymmetry spectra shows that the missing asymmetry observed with the MCP 2 as the target. In this case we obtain A § §',Q,' §°€" = (20.97 ;l; 0.18) %. A Fourier analysis /.0* in the MCP [9] was then investigated by measuring the asymmetry signal with MCP Aff §""°" " =(28.06 ;l; 0.17) % for 100% beam polarization. The behavior of polarized account that the E>< E field in the separator rotates the spin by 4° we expect that , 0.15) %. From a Monte Carlo simulation of the ;iSR spectrometer and taking into spectra at B=25, 50 and 100 G we obtain an asymmetry of A; §""°° " = (28.22 zk a very pure Al target where no depolarization occurs [8] . From fits to the precession counted with equal efficiency), was determined by measuring the asymmetry signal in since depolarization via electron scattering and Coulomb scattering is negligible and OCR Output On the other hand, epithermal ;r+ emission conserves the initial surface ;i+ polarization malized ;i+ quickly depolarize and only retain-one third of the initial polarization [16] . the very slow ;r+ by a factor of two, at variance with our results. In solid N2 also, ther exchange oscillation due to the hyperfine interaction would reduce the polarization of survival for times non-negligible compared to the period of the electron and muon spin and Kr, therrnalization leads to practically 100% muonium formation [15] . Muonium (224 ps), can be excluded as a source of the majority of those particles. In solid Ar from a muonium atom living for a time scale characteristic of the hyperfine frequency which assume therrnalization at the onset, or delayed processes, where the ti"` originates tion and is consistent with the hot muon emission mechanism. Diffusion-like processes, implies an upper limit to the time scale of the mechanism responsible for the modera The observation that the very slow ;i+ retain almost the full initial polarization process which significantly increases the escape depth of the ~ 10 eV muons. The corresponding estimated range straggling varies between 80% and 20%. Thus thin tion depths between typically fractions of a nm and a few hundred nm ca.n be achieved.
By varying the energy of the /.4+ between ~ 10 eV and a few tens of keV, implanta 104 very slow polarized ;r+ per second.
designed to deliver more than 108 ;r+/second [18] , can provide a source flux of about up to 10'4 [7] , combined with the new surface ;r+ beam line rrE5 at PSI, which is energies between ~ 10 eV and a few tens of keV. Solid Ar, with conversion efficiencies a surface tf beam can be used as a source of a tunable beam of polarized [N with use in a number of new applications [17] . A solid Ar moderator in conjunction with
The discovery that the very slow p'*' are polarized is an essential step towards their excluded.
electrons or ions, which are produced in the wake of the slowing down ;r+, can be also show that other depolarizing processes such as spin exchange interactions with free muonium formation does not give rise to a sizable depolarization. Our measurements the overall time for slowing down to 10 eV is very short (~ 10 ps). As a result even 
